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Motivation - BN aren’t sufficient

The Misconception Example: we want to satisfy  .



Factors

● Describing the affinities between variables instead of their CPD’s.

e.g -

 in our example:



Factors - cont

● Not as intuitive as CPDs in Bayesian networks 
○ Factors do not correspond to probabilities or CPDs

■ Not intuitively understandable 
○ Hard to elicit from people
○ Significantly harder to estimate from data

● Product of factors is a factor, that is defined:



Parameterization - Gibbs dist

● CPD’s and Joint Distributions are factors (with Z = 1 for JD).





Independence
● The claim “P supports (X ⊥ Y|Z) iff we can write distribution as P(W)=Φ1(X,Z)

Φ2(Y,Z)” (W= {X U Y U Z}) lets us conclude that variables 
are independent.

● In our example, we can write  :

● Therefore (B ⊥ D|A,C)
○ By grouping factors with {A,{B,D}} and {C,{B,D}} -  We get (A ⊥ C|B,D)

● Precisely independences we could not get with a BN 



Factors don’t correlate marginal distribution



Factorization and Graphs

● Given a factorization of P, and a suitable graph H, we can reduce the number 
of factors by multiplying them for maximal cliques.

●  This is done without losing generality - but it is better to use the original 
factors, as we lose structure data that is present in them.

● For example a complete graph factorization over pairwise factorization.
● Independencies correspond to separation properties 

in graph over which P factorizes (in a few slides).



Reduced Markov Networks

Conditioning distribution on some assignment u to set of variables U.
Conditioning a distribution is to eliminate all entries in the joint distribution that 
are inconsistent with a subset of variables U=u.



Reduced Markov Networks



Example - Image segmentation



3. Markov Network Independencies

● As in Bayesian Networks, graph structure in a Markov network encodes a set 
of independence assumptions.

● In a MN, Probabilistic influence flows along the undirected paths in the graph 
and “blocked” if we condition on intervening nodes.
○ i.e., we know their values 



Basic Independencies 

● Let H be a Markov network with nodes W={X1,..Xn}
● Let X1-…-Xk be a path in H
● Let Z ⊆W be a set of observed variables
● A Path X1-…-Xk  is active given Z if no Xi is in Z

○ Example:
○ Consider the path A-D-C
○ If Z={B}, path A-D-C is active
○ If Z={D}, path A-D-C is not active

● We can define separation in the graph when there is no active path:



Separation

1. Set of nodes Z separates sets X and Y  denoted sepH(X;Y|Z) if there is no 
active path between any X∈X and Y ∈ Y
○ Example:
○ Z={B,D}  separates A and C
○ i.e., sepH(A;C|B,D)}

I(H)={(A ⊥ C|B,D), (B ⊥ D|A,C)} 

2. Global independencies associated with H are:
 I(H)={(X ⊥ Y|Z): sepH(X;Y|Z)}

○ Independencies in I(H) guaranteed to  hold for every distribution P over H 
(Based on what?)



Monotonicity

●  separation is monotonic in Z, that is, if sepH(X;Y | Z), then sepH(X;Y | Z’) for 
any Z’ ⊃ Z. 

●  If separation is taken as definition of independencies, we restrict ability to 
encode non-monotonic independence relations
○ Non-monotonic reasoning is quite useful.

■ E.g., intercausal reasoning with BNs.
■ Two diseases are independent, but dependent given some common symptom.

○ Such independence properties cannot be expressed as a Markov network.



Soundness of Separation Criterion

● Theorem 1 (factorization to independencies): (^)
○ Let P be a distribution over χ={X1,..Xn} and H is a Markov structure over χ.

If P is a Gibbs distribution that factorizes over H, then H is an I-map for P.
■ Factorize means every Di in H is a clique

● Theorem 2: Hammersley-Clifford  (independencies to factorization):
○ if H is an I-map for P then P factorizes over H

■ Holds only for positive distributions (P >0 for every assignment) 

● Weak Completeness
○ Let H be a MN. If X and Y aren’t separated given Z, then there exists a distribution P that 

factorizes over H in which X is dependent in Y given Z (Constructive proof).



Positivity is required

 Counter ex:

● Four binary random variables
○ implies I(H)={(1 ⊥ 3|2,4), (2 ⊥ 4|1,3)} 
○ P also satisfies this (check it).

■ e.g - For the assignment X2=1, X4=0
P(X1=1|X2=1,X4=0)=1, Rest are zero

■ Thus X1 is independent of X3 

● Global independencies hold ⇒ H is an I-map for P
● But P does not factorize according to H (Proof by contradiction) 



Local Independencies
● We had 2 types of independencies in BN

○ local (Each node is independent of its non-descendants given it parents)
○ global (Induced by d-separation).

● MN has 3:

  and the Global we saw (separation).



Local Independencies - cont

For every distribution P: 

(direct from definition)

For positive distribution P:

(By induction)



Distribution -> Graph

● Complete graph is an Imap - we want the minimal Imap (Imap s.t removing an 
edge disables the Imapping).

● Pairwise Independence implies - if X and Y are dependent given all other 
nodes - there should be an edge between them.

● Local Independence implies - if U is a minimal set so that X is independent in 
all nodes other than the ones in U, given U - there should be edges between X 
and U.



Building - the main concept

● For a positive P, building a Markov Network H based on Pairwise 
Independence or based on Local  Independence will give the same result, and 
it will be the minimum Imap for P.

● A perfect map (I(P)=I(H)) - usually doesn’t exist even for positive P:
○ Example: We need edges D--G and I--G 
○ Can we omit edge between I and D?

■ No, from D-separation, (I depend D|G) which will be violated.
○ Only minimal I-map is the fully connected graph.

■ For removing an edge, gives an unwanted independence
○ Which does not capture I ⊥ D which holds in P
○ Thus the minimal I-map is not a perfect map

■ i.e., I(P)≠I(H) 



4. Finer Grained Parameterization - Factor 
Graphs
● Two parameterizations with same MN structure

○ Gibbs distribution P over fully connected graph

1. Clique potential parameterization – Entire graph is a clique.

■ No of Parameters is Exponential in number of variables: 2^n-1

2. Pairwise parameterization – A factor for each pair of variables X,Y in χ

■ Quadratic number of parameters: 4 x nC2
○ Independencies are same in both – But significant difference in number of parameters 



Factor Graphs

● Markov network structure does not reveal all structure in a Gibbs 
parameterization.

● Cannot tell from graph whether factors involve maximal cliques or their 
subsets.

● Factor graphs makes parameterization explicit.



Factor Graphs - cont

● Undirected graph with two types of nodes
○ Variable nodes denoted as ovals
○ Factor nodes denoted as squares

● Contains edges only between variable nodes and factor nodes 



Log Linear Models

● Factors can be converted to log space, which gives an equal 
parameterization.

● This may show patterns in the distribution more easily.
● Rewrite factor as – Where     is 

called energy function.
● The log action requires all factors to be positive -> P is positive.
● However the energy function can get any value in |R. 



Log Linear - cont



From Potentials to Energy Functions  

Taking negative ln. A smaller 
result in energy function means 
higher correlation.



Features

● ε2(B,C) and ε4(D,A) take on values that are constant (-4.61) multiples of 1 
and 0 for agree/disagree.

● A general framework for capturing such structure is using features:
● If D is a subset of variables, feature f(D) is a function from D to |R 

○ Feature is a factor without a non-negativity requirement.



Feature - example
○ A common feature is the indicator feature:

■ Takes on value 1 for some values y ∈Val(D) and 0 for others
■ Example: D ={A1,A2} : each variable has k values a1,...,ak
■ Function ϕ(A1,A2) is an indicator function for the event A1=A2
■ E.g., two super-pixels have the same greyscale



Compacting with features

● Consider D={A1,A2} each have l values a1,..ak
● If we prefer situations in which A1=A2 but no preference for others, energy 

function could be ε(A1,A2) = -3 if (A1=A2), = 0 otherwise
● Represented as a full factor, Clique potential (or energy) would need k^2 

values
● also be represented as a log-linear function in terms of a feature - indicator 

function ϕ(A1,A2) for the event A1=A2
●  Energy ε is -3 times this feature



Log linear model - definition



Assignment

Given a MN over 3 binary random variables, and parameterization by two factors 
on max cliques.

1. What is the partition function?
2. P(0,1,0)=?


